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abstract : In housing complex, an illegal on-road parking are getting more serious because

of the shortage of parking spaces. The problem is caused by inaccurate prediction of car

ownership and insuffrcient installation of off-road parking spaces. In.order to solve the
parking problem in housing complex, this paper describes the relations among car

bwneritriir structure of a houlehold, socio-economic characteristics, parking facilities and

the life iycle stage which may be a effective element to explain the household's car

ownership, using the survey data on car ownership and utilization of car at eight housing

complexes in Fukuoka city in Japan.

l.INTRODUCTION

Recently, because of the increase of multi-car ownership households and the
diversification of car use, the structure of car ownership has become complicated. In
residential area, especially in housing complex, the traffic interference and the
inconvenience at parking are occurred by the shortage ofparking spaces and the illegal on-
road parking. Th-erefore, it is a diffrcult problem whether the establishm-ent of park!1S

facilities as i safekeeping place in housing complex follows the demand of car ownership
sufficiently or not. Ana, ine direction of parking demand management should be also
groped. Such parking problems in housing complex are caused by inaccurate prediction of
iar ownership-and insufficient installation of parking spaces, which are different according

to the characteristics of housing complex and the structure of household in apartment
area[Kubota, 1992].

The previous studies on the car ownership can be generally divided into two-groups, !!1,!.,
one ii the aggregate analysis ofthe area and the city level by Kain(1982) and Tanner(1979),

and the othai is the disaggregate behavioral model of household and individual level by
Ben- Akiva et al(19741 and Lerman(1976). Howeveq it is necessary to describe a
household and an individual as analyzing unit in the structure of car ownership because

they depend on the characteristics of household such as income, driving license holders in
trousehold and so on, and it is important to analyze in details the relations among
household and individual characteristics and car ownership.

A concept of "Life Cycle Stage" of household will be also effective for the structural
analysis of car ownership [Chicoine et al, 19841[Zimmerman, 1982]. And, the previous
studies about car ownership based on the concept of life cycle stage were reported by
Morichi et al(1984) and Sasaki et al(1986), which aimed at general household. However,
the structure of car ownership of a household in housing complex is not suffrciently made

clear, in which the parking problem is more serious and the car ownership is strictly
restimited.

In order to examine the establishment standard of parking facilities for planed housing
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complex, this paper studies the relations among.the car ownership.^of household, socio-

."ont1nit charicteristics and parking facilities, uiing the concept _of 
life cycle stage and the

survey data at eight existing housing complexes in Fukuoka city, Japan'

2. OUTLINE OF THE SURVEY

The survey is designed to collect revenant data for analyzing the characteristics of
household and the sfructure of car ownership. A set of questionnaire was distributed to

;;il 6r;h;lJ 1n eight housing complex'es, in which. 9le is the questionnaire. for

household distributed tJ household='s, and'the other for individuals to household members

,U""" tni schoolchild. Moreover, tire questions in the questionnaire for households and

individuals are as shown in Table l.

The survey was made on eight housing complexes in Fukuoka city, which were selected

thro"gt considering the dTstance from downtown, the number of households, the

estabilshment perc"itag" of parking lots and the distance to the nearest railway station- In

each complex,-100 households were choiced randomly.

As for the survey, the interviews visited a home, and requested questionnaire's cooperation.
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Table I for the ld and the individu
Household Individual

1. Household composition formality
2. Number olhousehold members

3. Number of children
4. Number of worker
5. Annual income of household
6. Habitation kind
7. Age ofhouseholder
8. Sex ofhouseholder
9. Occupation of householder

10. Drive license possession by householder
I I . Car number of possession
I Only non-ownership household of oar

12. Ownership career of car
I Only ownership household of car
13. Main user of car
14. Type of car by engine displacement
15. Usual purpose ofcar
15. Times of oar using

1. Occupation
2. Sex
3. Age
4. Relation with householder
5. Address
5. Walking tims to nearest station
7. Walking time to nearest bus stoP

E. Consciousness of usual expense of car

9. Consciousness of economical bear of car

10. Consciousness ofcrime prevention ofcar
1 1. Consciousness of traffic trouble of oar

12. Consoiousness of wealth of car

I 3. Consciousness of convenienoe of car

Table 2. Outline of housing complex and collected per lntqgg-lq

Housing
complex

Number
cfhouseholc

members

Establishment
percentage of
Darkins sDace

Distance to

the nearest

railway station

Distance

from

downtown

Collected
percentage

in survey

Nata I 088 100Yo 0.lKm 10.7Km 740

Wakaba s58 7t 0.7 8.2 74

Katakasu 1152 51 0.8 1.8 62

Baikoen 503 65 2.0 2.8 74

Tsutsumi 906 l) 3.8 5.1 75

Aburayama 464 97 4.8 6.2 78

Fukushige 810 60 1.5 11 79

Jurokawa 5ll 87 1.3 8.5 7t
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Table 3. Description a4d !9fi41!lon ol Life Cvcle Groups bv TSU

LCS Description of grouP Definitive features

I Younger (married) adults

without children

Householder under 35 and

no children

2 Household with pre-school

children

All children under 5

3 Household with pre-school children

and young school children 

-

Youngest child under 5 and

another child 5 or over

4 Household with young school

children

Youngest child 5 or over

but under 12

5 Household with older school

children

Youngest child 12 or over

but under 16

6 Household of adults, all of working

age

Youngest child 16 or over

7 Older adults, no children Householder over 35

unless in GrouP 8

8 Retired persons Householder over 55 and

non-worker
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Onlv the cooperatins household followed the procedure of keeping and 
- 
collecting

oueitionnaire. etso, t[e survey day was from the middle ten days of^the month rn Aprrl,

i6e;; th. i;ri;;;'duyr in Miy, una tne distribution and collection of questionnaire were

implemented to four times in the total only on Saturday and Sunday'

The oercentaee of effective collection in each complex is 79o/o at the.highe^sl, 62yo al lhe

il;""rt';il;ilt"t"i-."ril"iirg p"r."ntug" is 73%. Also, the households of questionnaire
.,,fri"f, iu, not have 

"oi""t"?'r." 
due-to refusal or absence' The outline of housing

;;ili; ara tne collecting percentage of questionnaire are as in Table 2.

3. SETTING OF LIFE CYCLE STAGE

The life cvcle in a household is the process of forming, growing, ripening.?+d declining

;i;r;;"i[; ilil;h;i;-; rnarriaee, birth, growth and independence of child, retirement

;;d;*th oi household;.. th; [fe"cycle sta{e is one step thit a household is divided into

;;;; t6r, ;;e it ir ."rp"..d oi tf," chariteristics of a household such as the relation'

;il;g;;ilritio" uroilg r,"6.r,"ta members. Therefore, if there is the same life cycle

;;#tt is f,issibte to say tfiat the household characteristics are the same.

There are some classification method on the life cycle stage,_ but the classification method

hv Trausnort Studies Unit ut O,,fotd university, United Kirigdom, is easy to.understand and

iJ"i;ffiir;;.nriii"r. rtrir ,"titoA classifies householdlnto eight steps in the existence

;;;;;i;;.;ii of cnifa,lfte age of the youngest child and householder. Therefore, in this

.iuJu- tf," classification ri',.if,oatf fSU is accipted and each life cycle stage is.definited as

t, T;ifi -il;hil;tl;, ;;ioi tn" r,*t.hold of single body, a part is. contained in either of

i: t;e e oit11g fif" .v.t. rtos.. In this ctassificaiion, the sampled households which can

be analyzed are496.

The composition rates of life cycle 11ages in every housing comnfgl which were found

fr;;-d;"tiil"ire are ;;h;# in Fig[rre l. In eich housing-complex, the composition

;; 
"?tf. 

cycle stages-ar. aiff"r"nt. t'he compositignjalgs of I--CS0 are. high in Nata and

Wut"tu and itre comfosiiion rates of LCST arehigh in Baikoen, Tsutsumi and Aburayama'
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Also, the composition rates of LCS8 are high in Katakasu and it is possible to say that
there are many

ELCSI trLCS2 MLCS3 ELCS4 ILCS5 @LCS6 ILCST E
l00Yo

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

4j%o

30%

20Yo

t0%

0%

Figure 1. Composition rates of life cycle stages in each housing complex

Table 4. C lassification of housi composition rates of life cycle
Group LCSI LCS2 LCS3 LCS4 LCS5 LCS6 LCST LCSS Housins comnlex

A zL.9 l4.l 0.0 4.7 3.1 109 34.4 10.9 Baikoen

B 6.8 19.3 9.4 19.8 13.5 l5.l 8.9 7.3 Wakaba- Fukushise. Jurokawa

C 0.0 1.6 4.9 14.8 23.0 32.8 I 1.5 I 1.5 Nata

D 3.4 14.0 5.6 14.0 8.4 14.5 25.7 14.5 Katakasu, Tsutsumi, Aburayama

old household as a whole. In Fukushige, the households of LCS2 and LCS4 which belong
to the young household account for 25.0o/o respectively, and the sum of the two kinds of
households reach a halfoftotal households. The households which correspond to LCSl in
the Nata and LCS3 in Baikoen were not obtained.

If the similarity of distribution of life cycle stages in each housing complex is classified by
the cluster analysis, the housing complex can be divided into four group. The distribution
situations of the life cycle stages in all kinds are given as in Table 4.

Group A is the housing complex of coexisting group, where is composed of the young
household which the developing possibility by the generation of child is high, and the old
household.

The household in group B is distributed over various life cycle stages, but LCST and 8 of
the old household has fewer than the other groups. Wakaba, Fukushige and Jurokawa are
included into Group B.

Also, group C which contains Nata is the housing complex, in which there are especially
many households of LCS5 and LCS6, and the old household is coexisted.
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In group D, there are few young households and ripened- households and there are many

old"households. LCS2, q, e an{ 8 are equally distributed about roughly 14Yo. Katakasu,

Tsutsumi and Aburayama belong to Group D

4. CHARACTERISTICS AND STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF CAR OWNERSHIP

4.1 Relation with Traflic Environment Conditions

The percentage of car ownership in eight housing complexes are 6.loh to 860/o' Figure 2

st o*'s ttre .iutiorr between car owndrship percentage and the distance to the nearest

r"if*"V-ri"ti"r, ih" dirtrr"" from CBD in'thi city and the establishment percentage of
parking space, respectivelY.

When seeing these, it seems not to be a distance to the nearest railway station in the

,"trtio", Uut?or the distance from CBD, the more it goes to the suburbs, the higher the car

t*.iirtrip p**ntage becomes. That is, it is founded that the condition of the access to the

i"i11yay riu:tion doJsn't influence car ownership and that the distance from downtown

influences more strongly.

Also, when seeing the relation with the establishment percentage of parking spaces, for the

housbhold of onE car ownership, the special relation aren't seen. However, when the-

establishment percentage ofparking spa"e gets to be near 100%, the increasing tendency of
the household of multi-car ownership can be.

4.2 Relation with Household Characteristics

The relations between car ownership percentage and annual income of household, the

nu.b". of household members, the number of driving license of car ownership persons are

;il; ;n figure 3. It is possibie to say that the car ownership percentage tends to b99ope

hish eeneraiiv with the increase of iniome of household. Especially, in the household that

ffiffi ir;;*t is equal to or more than 10,000,000 yen, the one car ownership households

decreases, while the multi-car ownership households increase

In the number of household composition members and driving license holders, the more

;ir. ;;b;a of people is, the higher the car ownership perc€ntage. Especially, when the

nu*U". of driving'licenie of ci ownership persons exceeds three, multi-car ownership

household becomJs more than households of one car ownership'

The relations between the driving license of householder, and the type of habitation and the

car ownership percentage are sh6wn in Tables 5 and 6. It- is possible to say. clearly that the

car ownership percentaie of household which householders have the _driving license is

higher than ttie irousehol-d which householders does not have the driving license.

Also, in the case of households of one car ownershiP, 1qe cT ownership percentage of

"ona'o1niri6 
housing is high, but in the case of households of multi-car ownership, there

is no difference betwlen coidominium housing and rental housing. On the whole, the car

ownership percentage in the household is about l0% higher at the condominium housing

than at the rental housing.

4.3 Relation with Life Cycle Stages

Fig.4 shows the relation between life cycle $€e. and. car ownership percentages. The car

offiership percentages from LCSI to LCS6 is high, while the car ownership^percentages.in

LCST ani iCSs delrease steeply. Among these, as for the household of LCS7, because the

"f,ifa 
*"r independent by marriige or eirployment, the car ownership percentages drops.

Structure of Car Ownership and Planning of Parking Facilities in Housing C-omplex 575
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, there are many households of multi-car ownership in LCS6 which reached an age
all workable children compared with the others. This fact proves that the households

--.-Orrc car + Multi car + All
100%

90Y"

80%

70o/o

600/o

s0%
40Yo

30%
20%

t0%
0%

0.1 0.'t 0.8 1.3 1.5 2.0 3.E 4.8

Distarre to the nearest railway statio(Km)

(a) Distance to the nearest railway station and car ownership

1.8 2.8 5.1 6.2 7.2 8.2 8.5 10.7

Distance from downtown(Km)

(b) Distance from CBD and car ownership

5t 60 65 7t '73 87 97 100

Establishment percentage of parking spaces(% )

(c) Establishment percentage of parking spaces and car ownership
Figure 2. Conditions of housing complexes and car ownership percentages
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Figure 3. Household characteristics and car ownership percentage
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Tables 5 Householder's and ownership percentagecense and car

License No licenst

One car 72.9% 20.6%

Multi car 15.0% 3.lYo

All 87.9Yo 23.7%

Table 6. T of hab and rshi percentage

100%
9jYo

80%
7j%o

60%

50%
40%

30%

20Yo

t0%
0%

Life cycle stage

Figure 4.Life cycle stage and car ownership percentage

the 2nd car ownership according to the growth ofthe child increse.

5. STRUCTURE ANALYSIS OF CAR OWNERSIIIP

5.1 Factor Analysis of Car Ownership and Car Non-ownership

Based on the explanation variables selected and categorized fr9ry the previous discussion,

the ownership and the non-ownership of the car of a household is seen as an external

criterion according to quantification tfreory II. In case of the car ownership household, we

analyze the conditions of the multi-car ownership, too.

Table 7 shows the analysis results of the ownership and the non-ownership of car. The

coeflicient of correlation is0.7221, the hit ratio is 86.1% for ownership, 80.9% for non-

ownership. It is possible to say that the result is not so bad. Also, it agrees with contents as

mentioned-above on the each category score.

It is seen that numbers of the driving license holders and life cycle stage have the

comparative explanation powers in the ownership and the non-owrership of car. It can be

unddrstood thai car driving license of the householder, the household annual income and

the type ofthe habitation have explanation powers.
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Table 7
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Factor analvsis fication theory II on car ownership and

Item Category Frequency Category
score

Range

Gartial correlation)

Number of
driving license

holders
(oersons)

0

I
2

Over 3

67

183

2tt
35

1.4565

0 l2l0
0.3176
0 2407

r.7741
(- 0.3378)

Household
annual income
(10,000Yen)

- 400

400 - 1000

1000-

159

298
39

0.t664
- 0.0390
- 0.3804

0.5468
(- 0.1415)

Type ofhabitation Condominium
Rental

184

312

- 0.1644
0 0969

0.2613
(- 0.1276)

Driving license

ofthe householder

Non-ownership
Ownershio

97

399

0.4966
- 0.1207

0.6173
(0.1587)

Life cycle stage I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I

53

72

3l
75

57

82

92
54

0.1769
0.3235
0.1209
0.2527

0.2368

0.0304
0.2429
0.4870

0 8105

(0.2350)

E*ernal criterion Non-ownership
Ownershio

t27
374

1.2643

- 0.4124

R:0.7221

Hit ratio Non-ownership
Ownershio

80.9%

86.t%

non-ownership

Table 8. Factor analysis ofquantification theory II on one car ownership
and multi-car

Item Category Frequenc5 Category

score

Range

(Partial correlation)

Number of
driving license

holders
(Persons)

0

I
2

Over 3

2

145

t94
33

1.071I
0.8422

- 0.2414
- 2.3459

3.4170
(0.366e)

Household

arurual income
(10,000Yen)

- 400
400-1000

1000-

86

251
37

0.0172
0.0706

- 0.5187

0.5468
(0.0763)

Life cycle stage I
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

25

68

26

69

50

69

55

t2

0.4578

0.3877
0.4656
0.0177
0.2220
0 1656

0.0483

0.1441

0.8105
(0.1 173)

External criterion One car

Multi car

3ll
63

0. I 853

0.9147

R:0 41 17

Hit ratio One car

Multi car

63.7%

79.4%
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Figure 5. Score plot of one car ownership and multi-car ownership

Also, the result of factor analysis of one car ownership household and multi-car ownership
household is shown in Table 8. The coeffrcient of correlation is 0.4117, so it is difficult to
say that the precision is adequate. However, it is possible to say that there are explanation
powers in number of ownership persons with car driving license, life cycle stage,
household annual income to analyze one car ownership or multi-car ownership at least, as

shown in Figure 5.

Also, it is possible to say that the possibility to become multi-car ownership is high when
numbers of driving license holders are more than one, income of household is high and life
cycle stage is equal to or more than category 3.

5.2 Prediction Model of The Probability of Car Ownership

Using the explanation variables which are gotten by the factor analysis of car ownership at
the previous section, a prediction model of the probability of car ownership based on the
logistic regression analysis is constructed as follows:
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I * 
"o.oruur*rn*fl 

r-o95g2xr-2Jlg3x4-0.6904xr-2.3029 X6-0.6320X7 -1.9E3lXs -l.E319Xe-1.3556Xro -0,5260Xu

(1)

where, X , : number of driving license holders (person)
X, : household annual income (l- 6, low:I, high=6)
X, : type of habitation (condominium=1, rental=0)
X. : iar driving license.of householder (ownership=1, non- ownership:O)
X, : LCSI=1, others are 0
X u : LCS2:1, others are 0
X, : LCS3:1, others are 0
X, : LCS4=1, others are 0
X, : LCS5=1, others are 0
X,o : LCS6:1, others are 0
X,, : LCST:I, others are 0

When giving ofiicial approval to a degree of fitness, it is possible to say that the estimated

formula is fitted as in Table 9.

Also, the classification table on car ownership, it is shown as in Table 10. The hit ratio of
the non- ownership of the car is 63 .llYo, while the hit ratio of the car ownership is 95.72oh.

Moreover, the whole hit ratio is 87.70%.

Table 9. Goodness of fit of the model in car

-zLL Chi- square Df Sienificance Judgement

304.1 I 249.29 l1 0.000
* : Rejected in 0.01

Table 10. Classification table in car ownershissifrcation table tn car

Observed Predicted Hit
ratioNon-ownership Ownershio

Non-ownership 77 45 63.11%

Ownership l6 358 95.72%

Total 93 403 87.70%

The logistic regression analysis on multi-car ownership for car ownership household is also

applied, and relevant result is obtained as follows:

o=lL 
1* 

"4.390r-L41l9Xr

where, X, : number of driving license holders (person)

From the result ofthe analysis, it is possible to say that the gotten explanation variable is

only numbers of driving liiense holder and they are fit as a result of official approval as

shown in Table I l.

(2)

Table ownershipI 1 . Goodness of fit of the model in multi-car
-2LL Chi- square Df Significance Judgement

290.99 48. l6 I 0 000 *

* : Rejected in 0.01
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Table 12. Classification table in multi-car ownership

Observed Predicted Hit
ratioOne car Multi-car

One car 297 14 95.s0%

Multi-car 44 19 30.16%

Total 341 JJ 84/9%

faciTable 13. Estimation of car ownership and ltles
G roup Housing

complex
nam e

Number of
ho u seho ld

Estimated
caf

ownership
(stands)

Parking
facilities

e stab lishm ent
( stand s)

P ark ing
facilities
sho rtag e

(stand s)

P ark ing
fa c ilitie s

sho rtag e

(%)
Baikoen 503 338 326 1Z 2.4

B W akaba 558 490 395 95 I 7.0

Fukushige 810 786 485 301 37 .2

Juro kaw a 511 519 444 75 1 4.^7

C N ata 1088 I 105 1088 t7 t.6
D K atakasu 1152 847 590 257 22.3

T sutsum i 906 753 659 94 I 0.4
A burayam a 464 415 450 -35 -7 .5

The classification table of multi-car ownership, it is also obtained as in Table 12. It is seen

that the hit ratio of one car ownership is 95.50%, while the hit ratio of multi-car ownership
percentage is 30.16%. The whole hit ratio is 84.49o/o.

6. RELATION BETWEEN CAR ONWNERSHIP AND PARIilNG FACILITIES

In every housing complex, the estimating number of car ownership.based..on the
probability model of car ownership and the establishing nu.mber _of parting facility are

given in Table 13. In this study, it ii merely supposed and estimatedlhat the number of car

6wnership is two, because theie are multi-car ownership household, but most of them have

two car ownership.

The shortage number of parking facilities is an important index to develop parking facility
according Io the estimated number of car ownership. The shortfB! percentage of parking-

facilities-is that the shortage number of parking facility is divided by the number of
household. Seeing the shortage number of parking facility, it is clear that the parking
facilities are insufftcient in housing complex except for Aburayama.

In housing complex of group A, the shortage problem of parking facilities is supposed to
get more serious with the growth of life cycle stage in future.

In housing complex of group B, the shortage percentage of parking facilities is higher than

the other groups.

The housing complex in group C is rather shorting in parking facilities at present, but it is
possible to say th-at the shortage problem of parking facilities will rather decrease through
the development of life cycle stage in future.

It is seen that any more shortage problem of parking facilities doesn't occur for a while
because there are many old households in housing complex of group D. However, when
the household composition changes from group D to goup A, it is considered that the

shortage problem of parking facilities would happen again.
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Figure 6. Shortage percentage ofthe parking facilities in each housing complex

In each housing complex, the shortage percentage ol.n-*ting facilities through the

difference betwEen cai ownership pe.centige and 
-establishment percentage of^parking

i""iiiti"r is shown in Figure 6. Itisieen thaithe shortage percentage of parking facilities

bicomes high when th'e difference between car ownership p-ercentage and revenant

establishment percentage of parking facilities becomes big. .Therefore,. the fact is described

that the shortage pro6lem'of paiking space can be solved whether restrain the car

ownership of houseirolds in housing complex or build more parking space.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the structure of car ownership under life cycle stage and. parking facilities in

housinf cbmplex is studied, and the following conclusions are obtained.

(l) The sampled housing complexes are divided into four g.oupl if the similarity of the' ' distribution of life iycle 
-stage 

in each housing complex is classified by cluster

analysis.

1Z; itre car ownership has no relation to the nearest railway station, but is related to the

distance from CtiD. Also, the one car ownership has no relation, but the multi-car
ownership has relation to the establishment percentage of parking space.

(3) The mori the annual income of household, the higher the 
-car 

ownership. Especially,' ' when the annual income of household exceeds 10,000,000Yen, multi-car ownership

increases.
(4) For the number of members and driving license holders, the more the number of' ' p"rronr, the higher the car ownership. Especially, when_ the number of persons of

driving iicense fiolders exceed 3 persons, multi-car ownership is high'
(5) When"the householder has driving license, the car ownership is high.. Also,.in case of

the household with one car owneiship, the car ownership of condominium hou,sing is

high. In case of the households with multi-car ownership, there is no difference

beiween condominium housing and rental housing.
(6) The car ownership from LCSI to LCS6 is high, while LCST and 8 show that the car

ownership is decreased.
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(7)

Ki-Young LIM and Takeshi CHISHAKI

The explanation powers to the ownership and non-ownership of car 3r.e hiqf in order
of the'number 

-of 
driving license holders, life cycle stage, driving license of

householder, annual income ofhousehold and type ofhabitation.
The explanation factor of multi-car ownership in the formulated model in this paper is

only the number of driving license holders.
In liousing complex of group A and B, the shortage problem gf Rar_king facilities will
get more ierioui with the gr6wth of life cycle stage in future. The 

-shortage _problem of
[arking facilities tkoughihe development of life cycle stage in future will be rather
released in housing complex of group C and D.

(8)

(e)
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